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9 Pots of Gold. Trigger a Free Spins Bonus to help secure impressive wins in 9 Pots of Gold! 9 Pots of
Gold Game Overview. The bet sizes available in 9 Pots of Gold range from 20p to £24. Betting in this
game is fixed at 20 paylines. Wild Symbols. The Wild symbols can substitute for any symbol excluding
the Pot and Free Spins symbol. Pot Symbols. The Pot symbol is a Scatter symbol. Three or more Pot

symbols appearing anywhere on screen pays out. Only the highest paying count of the Pot symbols pays
out. Pot symbol pays are calculated by multiplying by total bet. Scatter wins are added to line wins. Free

https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-it
https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-it


Spins Bonus. Three Free Spin symbols triggers a spin of the Free Spin Wheel. The wheel will spin once
and award a single wedge containing a number of free spins and a multiplier. All line wins and Free Spin

Scatter symbol wins during free spins will be multiplied by the wheel multiplier. During Free Spins, Pot
Symbol wins are not multiplied by the wheel multiplier. Three Free Spin Scatter symbols appearing

anywhere on reels 2, 3, or 4 re-triggers the feature. Re-triggering will grant additional free spins equal to
the amount initially awarded and at the same multiplier level. Scatter wins are added to line wins. Return

to Player. Return To Player (RTP): 96.24% The expected return is the amount we pay out to players
relative to the amount of wagering on the game. For example, if we take £100 of wagers we will, on

average, pay out £96.24 of wins. 
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